Abstract: Traditionally, high-performance computing (HPC) systems usually deal with the socalled best-effort jobs which do not have deadlines and are scheduled in an as-quick-as-possible manner. Recently the concept of HPC as a service (HPCaaS) was proposed, aiming to transform HPC facilities and applications into a more convenient and accessible service model. To achieve that goal, there will be new issues to explore, such as scheduling jobs with deadlines and maximising the revenue of service providers. This paper presents a reservation-based dynamic scheduling approach for scheduling deadline-constrained mouldable jobs with the aim of maximising a service provider's revenue. The proposed approach has been evaluated with a series of simulation experiments. The experimental results indicate that our scheduling approach can achieve significantly higher revenue than previous methods. In the experiments, we also explored several research issues, including waiting queue sequencing, processor allocation decisions on time and space, admission control, and partial rescheduling.
Introduction
High performance computing (HPC) has long been a very important field for solving large-scale complex scientific and engineering problems (Mittal, 2014; Myoupo et al., 2014; Rytsareva et al., 2014) . However, accessing and running applications on HPC systems remains tedious, limiting wider adoption and user population (AbdelBaky et al., 2012) . As cloud computing (Armbrust et al., 2009) emerges, which emphasises easier and efficient access to IT infrastructure, recently the concept of HPC as a service (HPCaaS) was proposed to transform HPC facilities and applications into a more convenient and accessible service model (AbdelBaky et al., 2012) .
Traditionally, HPC systems usually deal with the so called best-effort jobs which do not have deadlines and are scheduled and executed in an as-quick-as-possible manner. Various scheduling methods have been developed to optimise the average (weighted) turnaround time of all jobs in such systems (Leung et al., 2010; Subramani et al., 2002) . However, as HPC turns into the service model, there will be new types of jobs appearing on HPCaaS platforms, such as jobs with deadlines. Moreover, as a kind of paid services, it is natural that new focuses of job scheduling might appear in addition to the traditional goal of minimising average turnaround time of all jobs. For example, it is very likely that HPCaaS providers would tend to maximise their revenues by applying appropriate job scheduling approaches. Therefore, there are emerging scheduling issues to explore for dealing with the new focuses and new types of jobs on HPCaaS platforms. This paper investigates such scheduling issues and presents a reservation-based dynamic scheduling approach for deadline-constrained mouldable jobs with the aim of maximising HPCaaS provider's revenue.
Parallel jobs, according to their flexibility in parallelism, can be classified into four types: 1 rigid 2 mouldable 3 evolving 4 malleable .
A rigid job can only run with a particular number of processors specified by users upon job submission. Mouldable jobs are flexible in the number of processors to use at the time a job starts, but the number cannot be changed during execution. Malleable and evolving jobs are similar to mouldable jobs in that they all have the potential to run with different parallelisms. However, they are even more flexible because they can change the amount of processors used dynamically during execution. While both evolving and malleable jobs can change their processor requirements during execution, for evolving jobs the change is application initiated, but the change in malleable jobs is system initiated. Most modern parallel application programs can be elaborately designed to have the mouldable property, e.g., the famous HPC benchmark program HPL (http://www.netlib.org/benchmark/hpl/) and other parallel applications written in MPI (http://www.mcs.anl.gov/research/projects/mpi/), but scheduling mouldable jobs has not yet received enough research attention. Therefore, in this paper we focus on scheduling mouldable jobs in HPCaaS systems.
There have been many research works in the literature (Baruah et al., 2008; Bertogna et al., 2005) dealing with scheduling rigid jobs with deadlines. However, few works have been done for scheduling mouldable jobs with deadlines. For mouldable jobs, the flexibility in parallelism opens new possibilities and raises new issues for scheduling jobs to meet their deadlines. This paper deals with such issues and develops a new scheduling approach for online scheduling of deadline-constrained mouldable jobs with the aim of maximising HPCaaS providers' revenues. Three important issues have been explored when designing the scheduling approach. The first is concerned with waiting queue sequencing. The second is related to processor allocation decision on time and the third is for processor allocation decision on space. The proposed approach has been evaluated with a series of simulation experiments and compared to two previous methods, mouldable EDF in Saulea et al. (2012) and Algorithm 3 in Huang et al. (2015) , based on a publicly available workload log (Parallel Workloads Archive, http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/labs/parallel/ workload/).
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses related works on parallel job scheduling. We present our mouldable job scheduling approach in section 3. Section 4 evaluates the proposed approach in terms of various performance metrics through a series of simulation experiments. Section 5 concludes this paper. AbdelBaky et al. (2012) proposed the concept of HPCaaS, aiming to transform traditional HPC resources into a more convenient and accessible service. They focused on the issues related to elastic provisioning and dynamic scalability, which are concerned in malleable jobs . In this paper, we focus on the mouldable property which is common in most modern parallel applications. Most existing HPC systems usually treat parallel jobs as rigid and require that users specify the amount of processors to use when submitting jobs, even though the parallel jobs have the mouldable property. According to treating parallel jobs as rigid or mouldable, and whether a job has a deadline or not, we divide most of the research works on parallel job scheduling into the four quadrants as shown in Figure 1 . Scheduling rigid jobs without deadlines, quadrant I, has long been an important research field in high-performance computing and parallel processing. Many research efforts have been spent on developing backfilling job scheduling approaches for resolving the resource fragmentation problem (Adam and Wong, 2007; Lifka, 1995; Srinivasan et al., 2002; Wong and Goscinski, 2008) . Lifka proposed an EASY-backfilling approach where a job can bypass other jobs with earlier arrival time than it provided that such bypassing would not delay the expected start time of the first job in the waiting queue (Lifka, 1995) . Another well-known approach is conservative backfilling, where no jobs in the waiting queue are allowed to be delayed by a backfilled job . Srinivasan et al. (2002) evaluated various backfilling approaches, including EASY-backfilling and conservative backfilling, under different queue-priority policies, e.g., first-come first-served (FCFS), shortest job first (SJF), expansion factor (XF), using trace-based simulation. Adam and Wong (2007) presented a performance evaluation of the EASY-backfilling approach by scheduling static workloads of parallel jobs on a computer cluster. The work in Wong and Goscinski (2008) investigates the impact of under-estimation of job execution time on the performance of the EASY-backfilling approach. For mouldable jobs without deadlines, quadrant II, Srinivasan et al. (2003) proposed a schedule-time aggressive fair-share strategy, which adopts a profile-based allocation scheme. This strategy thus needs to have the knowledge of job execution time. On the other hand, Huang has shown potential performance improvement achieved by adaptive processor allocation in Huang (2006) . The proposed methods do not need the information of job execution time and dynamically determine the number of processors to allocate just before job execution according to the amount of currently available processors and job queue information.
Related work
Scheduling jobs with deadlines is an important issue in many fields, such as real-time systems, and thus there are many research works in the literature discussing related problems (Caron et al., 2004; Herrtwich, 1990; Le et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013; Perret et al., 2013; Pop, 2013) . Many scheduling approaches concerning deadline in real-time systems were reviewed and compared in Herrtwich (1990) , including earliest-deadline-first (EDF), least-laxity-first (LLF), and rate-monotonic algorithms. Kwon et al. (1999) considered the problem of scheduling independent parallel tasks with individual deadlines so as to maximise the total work performed by the tasks which complete their executions before deadlines. The work deals with static scheduling and the speedup model of parallel jobs is assumed to be linear, while our work is for dynamic scheduling in HPCaaS environments and the speedup of a job with different numbers of processors is calculated using Amdahl's Law (Kleinrock et al., 1992) .
The work in Caron et al. (2004) presents algorithms adopting priority strategies for scheduling sequential tasks with deadline in a network enabled server (NES) environment. In Li et al. (2013) EDF was applied to maintain timeliness and data freshness while minimising imposed workload in real-time database research. Another popular heuristic, LLF, was used in Perret et al. (2013) for scheduling jobs with deadlines in distributed systems. For mouldable jobs, it is hard to apply the LLF heuristic since the required execution time of a mouldable job depends on the amount of processors used and thus is not a prior fixed value available for calculating the laxity.
As cloud computing emerges, some research works, such as Le et al. (2013) and Pop (2013) , begin to consider the scheduling issues of tasks with deadline constraints in cloud environments. In Le et al. (2013) , an adaptive resource management policy was proposed to handle requests of deadline-bound applications with elastic clouds. The work in Pop (2013) addresses the problem of remote scheduling of periodic and sporadic tasks with deadline constraints in cloud environments.
Most above related works deal with rigid jobs of deadlines, i.e., quadrant III in Figure 1 . Few attention has been paid on mouldable jobs with deadlines, i.e., quadrant IV. In this paper, we deal with scheduling online mouldable jobs with deadlines in HPCaaS environments. In He et al. (2004) , Ligang et al. addressed the problem of dynamically scheduling mouldable jobs with QoS demands in multiclusters. The QoS demand concerned in He et al. (2004) is soft-deadline. In addition to soft-deadline, our work in this paper also deals with jobs of hard-deadlines. Saulea et al. (2012) proposed a mouldable EDF method to schedule parallel jobs with deadlines using the well-known EDF heuristic. However, deadline is not the focus in Saulea et al. (2012) and the mouldable EDF method was actually proposed to deal with optimising the stretch of mouldable jobs without deadlines.
In Huang et al. (2015) , three dynamic scheduling methods were proposed for deadline-constrained mouldable jobs, aiming to minimise the deadline-miss rate. In this paper, we develop a reservation-based dynamic scheduling approach, which can further improve the overall system performance, and the goal is to maximise HPCaaS providers' profits instead of minimising deadline-miss rate.
3 Reservation-based dynamic scheduling for deadline-constrained mouldable jobs
In this section, we present a reservation-based dynamic scheduling approach for deadline-constrained mouldable jobs. Compared to previous methods (Huang et al., 2015) , the approach features that at each scheduling activity, in addition to allocating some jobs for immediate execution the scheduler also makes resource reservation for future execution of all other jobs in the waiting queue. With the reservation mechanism, the proposed approach is expected to produce better schedules than previous methods.
System model
We assume the information about required execution time of a mouldable job with each specific number of processors is available. Such assumption is common in research work of parallel job scheduling, such as Adam and Wong (2007) and Srinivasan et al. (2002) . Moreover, some research work has developed mechanisms for automatically generating execution time predictions of jobs (Tsafrir et al., 2007) . In addition, jobs are assumed not to be preempted or suspended once their execution starts. Each job is mouldable and has a deadline specified by the user upon job submission. Since our goal is revenue maximisation, to conduct the research work we have to define the profit model, charge model and penalty model first. The profit of an HPCaaS provider is defined to be its income minus the penalty. The income is determined by the charge model. In traditional HPC systems dealing with rigid jobs, the number of processors used to run a job is specified by the user, and thus the cost of running a job is usually proportional to the number of processors used multiplied by the job's parallel runtime, i.e., the period of wall-clock time when the processors are occupied. However, for mouldable jobs the number of processors used is determined by the scheduler, not the user. There is not yet a commonly adopted charge model. One of the complexities comes from the fact that if the traditional charge model is used, using different numbers of processors for a job might lead to different costs since the efficiency of applications' parallel execution usually is not 100%. Although using more processors usually leads to shorter turnaround time for a job, it also costs much. Therefore, an HPCaaS provider might tend to use more processors for a job to maximise its income, which could be unfair from the point of view of users. To prevent the unfairness, we adopt a sequential-runtime charge model in this study, where the cost of running a mouldable job is determined by its equivalent sequential runtime, i.e., the execution time when running with one processor. We assume a job's sequential runtime is available by the execution-time conversion between different amounts of used processors based on the parallel speedup model, which is assumed to be Amdahl's Law (Kleinrock et al., 1992) in this paper. Amdahl's law states that if α is the proportion of a program that can be made parallel, then the maximum speedup value that can be achieved by using n processors is
For the penalty model, we explored two types of deadline-constrained jobs: soft-deadline and hard-deadline.
In the scenario of soft-deadline jobs, all jobs submitted will be executed and contribute to income. Some of them might meet their deadlines, while the others miss the deadlines. No penalty will be attributed to the jobs meeting their deadlines, and the penalty of a job missing its deadline is defined to be its finish time minus its deadline. For the scenario of hard-deadline jobs, the system is assumed to be configured with some kind of admission control mechanisms which determine whether to accept a job's submission or not. Therefore, in this scenario, the jobs missing their deadlines are further divided into two groups. The first group contains the jobs which are found to be unable to meet their deadlines right on their submission.
Those jobs would be rejected immediately by the admission control mechanism after their submission, and no penalties are assumed for them. The HPCaaS provider only loses some potential incomes. On the other hand, the second group of jobs are those found to be unable to meet their deadlines sometime after their submission being accepted, e.g., due to the partial rescheduling triggered by a new job's arrival. The second group of jobs will account for penalties determined by their equivalent sequential runtime. Therefore, for the second group of jobs, the HPCaaS provider not only loses some potential incomes, but also pays for penalties.
Scheduling algorithm
To implement the resource reservation mechanism, the proposed scheduling approach maintains a profile of the expected processor usage at future times. As described in Mu'alem et al. (2001) , it is most convenient to implement the profile as a linked list. In our work, the content of profile consists of a set of resource reservation records. Each record is a four-tuple (s, e, n, i), indicating the start time and end time of resource reservation, the amount of processors reserved, and the corresponding job ID for the reservation, respectively. By scanning the resource reservation profile, the scheduler can acquire the information about future resource usage and know the number of free processors at each forthcoming time instant.
The scheduling framework of our approach can be described by the flowchart in Figure 2 , where the scheduling process is triggered by two types of events: job arrival and job finish. A job-arrival event occurs when a user submits a new job into the system, while a job-finish event indicates that some running job finishes its execution and releases the resources used by it. For a new job arrival event, the scheduler first inserts the job into an appropriate position in the waiting queue according to some queue-priority policy. Then, the scheduler cancels the resource reservations for the jobs behind the new job in the waiting queue by updating the profile. After that, the scheduler conducts a partial rescheduling for the new job and the jobs behind it. The result of partial rescheduling is then updated into the profile for recording the expected processor usage in the future by those jobs. For a job-finish event, the above steps are skipped. Both job-arrival and job-finish events will go through the last two steps in the flowchart, which start the execution of the jobs whose resource reservation begin at the current moment and remove the jobs whose deadlines have expired from the waiting queue.
The proposed reservation-based dynamic scheduling approach consists of three important scheduling and processor allocation decisions to be made. The first is about waiting queue sequencing, which determines the priority of each job for processor allocation. The other two decisions are concerned with processor allocation, dealing with spatial and temporal allocation, respectively. In the resource reservation profile, there might be several time instants when the number of free processors changes. The decision of temporal allocation determines how to select a time instant for a job to start execution, and the decision of spatial allocation is concerned with how many processors to be allocated to a job. In this paper, we explore three different waiting queue sequencing policies. The first is EDF (Herrtwich, 1990) , where jobs with earlier deadlines have higher priority. The second policy is shortest-job-first (SJF) (Silberschatz et al., 2010) , where jobs with shorter sequential runtime have higher priority. In contrast to SJF, the third policy, largestincome-first (LIF), tends to give higher priority to the jobs with longer sequential runtime since they are likely to bring more incomes.
For the temporal allocation issue, we explore two policies: as-soon-as-possible (ASAP) and as-late-aspossible (ALAP). With the ASAP policy, the scheduler will check the resource reservation profile in an increasing order of time from the earliest time instant. On the other hand, for the ALAP policy, the scheduler starts from the latest time instant in the profile, and then proceeds in a decreasing order of time.
For the spatial allocation issue, two policies, as-few-aspossible (AFAP) and as-many-as-possible (AMAP), are explored in this study. With AFAP, the scheduler tries to find a feasible amount of processors for a job to meet its deadline in an increasing order starting from one. On the other hand, for AMAP, the scheduler checks the possible amounts of processors in a decreasing order starting from a pre-defined threshold value. The threshold value is set to prevent a system from being trapped into a scenario of purely serial execution where jobs are executed one by one with each job exclusively using all processors in the system. As indicated by Amdahl's Law (Kleinrock et al., 1992) , efficiency of a parallel application usually declines as the number of used processors increases. Therefore, purely serial execution would lead to poor overall system performance, and should be avoided.
Algorithm 1 in the following describes the reservationbased dynamic scheduling approach in details. Upon receiving a triggering event, the scheduler first checks its type. If it is a job-arrival event, the scheduler inserts the new job into the waiting queue according to the pre-configured waiting queue sequencing policy (line 2). Then, the scheduler will update the profile to clear the resource reservations for those jobs behind the new job, preparing for partial rescheduling (lines 3 to 4). The partial rescheduling process is described in lines 5 to 18. The scheduler tries to reserve enough processors for the new job and each job behind it to meet their deadlines (line 5). For each job to reserve resources, the scheduler first tries each time instant in the profile (line 7), when the number of free processors changes, in an order according to the pre-configured temporal allocation policy. For each time instant, the scheduler checks every possible number of free processors (line 8) in an order according to the pre-configured spatial allocation policy to see whether there is a feasible amount of free processors for the job to start at the time instant and can finish execution by its deadline. If such a time instant and a feasible amount of free processors are found, the scheduler updates the profile to reserve the resources for the job (line 10). If no appropriate time instant can be found for the new job to meet its deadline after checking the entire profile (lines 15 to 17), it will be marked as missing deadline but kept in the waiting queue or removed from the waiting queue immediately depending on the admission control policy applied. For those jobs behind the new job, if no appropriate resource reservations can be made, they will be marked as missing deadline, and kept in the waiting queue for possible later rescheduling (line 18). A job marked as missing deadline will be removed from the waiting queue when its deadline expires (lines 23 to 24). Only the scheduling activities triggered by a job-arrival event will go through lines 2 to 18. On the other hand, scheduling activities triggered by both types of events will conduct lines 19 to 24, executing the jobs which have resource reservations starting from current time and checking whether a job already misses its deadline. When the scheduling approach is applied to soft-deadline scenarios, once no resource reservation can be found for a job to meet its deadline, the scheduler will select a time instant and an amount of free processors that would lead to the least over-deadline time period to make the job's resource reservation. 
Algorithm 1

Reservation-based dynamic scheduling
An illustrative example
This section presents an example for illustrating how the proposed reservation-based dynamic scheduling approach works. Table 1 shows the job information in the example, where there are five jobs submitted to the system and each with different arrival time, serial execution time, and hard deadline. In this example, EDF is used for waiting queue sequencing, and the temporal allocation and spatial allocation policies are ASAP and AFAP, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that the five jobs are fully parallelisable, i.e., α = 1 for Amdahl's Law (Kleinrock et al., 1992) used for computing the required execution time of the jobs with different numbers of processors. Table 2 shows the progress of the waiting queue as the scheduling algorithm proceeds to schedule the five jobs. Each row represents a time instant when a job-arrival or job-finish event occurs. Table 3 presents the evolution of the resource reservation profile till time 22. After time 22, the content of the profile remains unchanged since there are no more job arrivals. Each row in Table 3 represents the content of the resource reservation profile at the specific time instant. Figures 3 and 4 show the temporal and spatial scheduling results at different time instants, i.e., time 10 and time 22 respectively, in diagrams. In the beginning, i.e., time zero, job 0 arrives and is put into the waiting queue for scheduling. Since there are no jobs occupying resources at time zero, it is soon given resource reservation, i.e., the first row in Table 3 , scheduled to run immediately, and removed from the waiting queue, resulting in the empty queue shown in the first row of Table 2 . In order to meet its deadline by time 30, it has to use at least four processors. Although there are eight processors available at time zero, the scheduler allocates four processors to it, as shown in Figure 3 , because of the AFAP spatial allocation policy applied. Later, job 1 arrives at time 10. At the moment, there are two possible time instants in the profile to check for starting the execution of job 1, including time 10 when job 1 arrives and time 25 when job 0 is expected to finish and the occupied resources will be released. According to the ASAP temporal allocation policy applied, the scheduler first checks time 10. However, time 10 is not appropriate since even job 1 uses all the left four processors for execution, it still cannot finish before its deadline, i.e., time 50. Then, the scheduler tries the second time instant, i.e., time 25 when there will be eight processors available. The scheduler finds that job 1 will be able to meet its deadline at time 50 if it starts execution at time 25 and uses all the eight processors. Therefore, resources are reserved in the profile, seen in the second row of Table 3 , to allow job 1 to run at time 25 with eight processors, as shown in Figure 3 . However, the situation changes when job 2 arrives at time 15. There are two jobs in the waiting queue at the beginning of time 15 as shown in Table 2 . Since job 2 has an earlier deadline than job 1, it is in front of job 1 in the waiting queue according to the EDF waiting queue sequencing policy, and causes the cancellation of the original resource reservation made for job 1, indicated by the third row of Table 3 . Job 1 thus has to be rescheduled after job 2 is scheduled first. Job 2 is scheduled to start at time 25 using six processors according to the ASAP and AFAP policies, as shown in Figure 4 . Unfortunately, after resource reservation is made for job 2, it is found that there is no way for job 1 to meet its deadline. Therefore, job 1 is marked as missing deadline, but kept in the waiting queue for future rescheduling caused by new job arrivals, which might give it a chance to acquire enough resource reservation to meet its deadline. Later, at time 20 and 22, jobs 3 and 4 arrive accordingly, and acquire resource reservations to start execution at time 25 and 40, using two and four processors, respectively. Finally, at time 70, triggered by the event of job 4 finishing, the scheduler finds that the deadline of job 1 has expired and removes it from the waiting queue, concluding this example.
Performance evaluation
This section evaluates the proposed reservation-based dynamic scheduling approach, and compares it with two previous methods: mouldable EDF in Saulea et al. (2012) and Algorithm 3 in (Huang et al., 2015) . One thing to be noted is that mouldable EDF (Saulea et al., 2012) was not developed for dynamic scheduling and the EDF+ASAP+AFAP combination in our reservation-based dynamic scheduling framework actually is a dynamic version of mouldable EDF.
The experiments were conducted on a software simulator developed by ourselves in Java based on the discrete-event simulation methodology (Fishman, 2001) . The simulator maintains a global clock, and the behaviour of the simulated system is represented as a chronological sequence of events. The simulator runs in a loop to remove the smallest time-stamped event from the event queue and process it. Processing of an event would set the global clock to the time-stamp of the event, and might generate some new events. The simulator can be configured to call different algorithms for scheduling online parallel jobs.
The experiments simulate a 128-processor homogeneous cluster and an online workload based on a public workload log (Parallel Workloads Archive, http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/ labs/parallel/workload/). The workload log contains 73,496 records collected on a 128-node IBM SP2 machine at San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC) from May 1998 to April 2000. After excluding some problematic records based on the completed field (Parallel Workloads Archive, http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/labs/parallel/workload/) in the log, the simulation experiments use 56490 job records as the input workload.
We set the parameter α in Amdahl's Law (Kleinrock et al., 1992) to be 0.6 in the following experiments. The threshold value for the AMAP spatial allocation policy is set to 13. The deadline of each job is given according to the following formula,
where i is the job index; Tsub(i) is the submission time of job i; Texec(n, i) is execution time of job i with n processors; k is a random number picked up within a specified range, 0.1 to kmax. In the following experiments, kmax is set to 2.
The proposed scheduling approach was evaluated and compared to previous methods in terms of different performance metrics, including completion rate, penalty, income, and profit in dollars. Among them, completion rate is defined as the ratio of the amount of jobs meeting their deadlines over the total number of jobs submitted to the system.
Evaluation of waiting queue sequencing and processor allocation policies
In soft-deadline scenarios, all jobs will be executed, and thus the incomes of different scheduling methods are equivalent. Therefore, the profit is determined by the incurred penalty. Fewer penalties implies higher profits. The experiments on soft-deadline jobs indicate that SJF+ASAP+AFAP achieves the largest profit among all combinations of waiting queue sequencing and processor allocation policies. Tables 4 and 5 evaluate different waiting queue sequencing policies and various processor allocation policies, respectively. Table 4 shows representative experimental results comparing different combinations of temporal and spatial allocation policies. In the experiments of Table 4 , SJF was used as the waiting queue sequencing policy. However, experiments with other waiting queue sequencing policies, e.g., EDF and LIF, show similar trends in the results. The experimental results indicate that ASAP+AFAP outperforms other combinations of temporal and spatial allocation policies. Table 5 compares different waiting queue sequencing policies, using the ASAP+AFAP combination for temporal and spatial allocation. The experimental results show that SJF leads to the largest profit. This is because the SJF policy has the potential to achieve the shortest average turnaround time as illustrated in Silberschatz et al. (2010) , promising to result in the shortest total over-deadline time period. The fourth row in Table 5 compares the average turnaround time resulted from the three waiting queue sequencing policies, and confirms that SJF leads to the shortest average turnaround time.
For hard-deadline jobs, we conducted two series of experiments. In the first series of experiments, the scheduler applies an admission control policy as indicated at lines 16 and 17 in Algorithm 1, where a job's submission would be rejected immediately and thus no penalty fee is attributed to it, once found unable to meet its deadline based on the information in the resource reservation profile. For the second series of experiments, the jobs found to be unable to meet their deadlines upon submission would be kept in the waiting queue and participate in later rescheduling caused by new job arrivals. Those jobs would be removed from the waiting queue only when their deadlines expire. The jobs missing their deadlines would result in penalty fees. 162, 586, 151 196, 997, 689 141, 661, 977 Profit 402, 908, 731 368, 497, 193 423, 832, 905 Average turnaround time 10,779 11,333 10,383 Tables 6 and 7 present experimental results for scheduling approaches equipped with admission control, while Tables 8  and 9 are for experimental results of no admission control. Table 6 shows representative experimental results comparing different combinations of temporal and spatial allocation policies. For waiting queue sequencing, EDF was used in these experiments. Experiments with other waiting queue sequencing policies exhibit similar characteristics in the results. The experimental results show that the ALAP policy for temporal allocation can achieve a higher completion rate than ASAP, and thus result in a larger income.
Figures 5 and 6 present an illustrative example explaining why ALAP can achieve a higher completion rate than ASAP. Table 10 shows the detailed attributes of the jobs in the example and marks the deadline-missing jobs according to the resultant schedules. In this example, ASAP leads to two more deadline misses, jobs 12 and 14. Comparing the resultant schedules in Figures 5 and 6 , we can see that with ALAP jobs 6, 7, and 11 are reserved at later time periods, compared to the ASAP schedule, leaving room for jobs 12 and 14, which arrive later but have earlier deadlines, to meet their deadlines and thus accommodating more jobs for execution. Comparing AFAP and AMAP in Table 6 for spatial allocation, AFAP leads to higher income. When using ASAP for temporal allocation, this is because AFAP achieves a higher completion rate than AMAP, while using ALAP, the greater income is due to AFAP tending to fulfil the deadline requirements of larger jobs, which bring in more income, although the completion rates achieved by AFAP and AMAP are the same. According to Table 6 , ALAP+AFAP achieves the largest profit resulting from the greatest income and the least penalty. Table 7 compares the three waiting queue sequencing policies, EDF, LIF, and SJF. In the experiments, ALAP+AFAP is used for temporal and spatial allocation. Other combinations of processor allocation policies lead to similar trends in the experimental results. Table 7 shows that EDF leads to the highest completion rate and the lowest penalty, resulting in the largest profit. Overall speaking, EDF+ALAP+AFAP outperforms other combinations in terms of achieved profit in the first series of experiments.
The experimental results in Tables 8 and 9 show that EDF+ALAP+AFAP also outperforms other combinations when no admission control is applied. However, comparing the results of these two series of experiments also indicates that applying admission control can achieve higher profit because of preventing a lot of penalty fees by rejecting the jobs of high deadline-missing probability right upon their submissions. This demonstrates the importance of admission control when scheduling mouldable jobs with deadlines. 
Overall performance comparison
The following experiments compare the proposed reservation-based dynamic scheduling approach with previous methods, including Algorithm 3 in Huang et al. (2015) and a dynamic version of the mouldable EDF method in Saulea et al. (2012) . Since the two previous methods were developed for jobs of hard deadlines, the comparisons were conducted with experiments of hard-deadline jobs and our approach adopted the EDF+ALAP+AFAP combination, which is shown achieving the largest profit in the previous section. For mouldable EDF (Saulea et al., 2012) and our approach, the versions equipped with admission control were adopted in the experiments because of the advantage demonstrated in the previous section. For Algorithm 3 in Huang et al. (2015) , since it does not adopt any resource reservation mechanism, there is no way to estimate whether a job can meet its deadline or not upon its submission and thus no admission control was applied in the experiments. Table 11 shows that our approach, EDF+ALAP+AFAP, achieves the highest completion rate, the lowest penalty, and the largest income, thus leading to the greatest profit. Our approach achieves 7% and 26% increases in profit, compared to mouldable EDF (Saulea et al., 2012) and Algorithm 3 (Huang et al., 2015) , respectively. Table 12 compares the scheduling overhead of the evaluated methods in terms of their execution time for scheduling the total 56490 jobs in the experiments. It is clear that Algorithm 3 in Huang et al. (2015) has the least overhead since it does not perform resource reservation for each job in the waiting queue. Our EDF+ALAP+AFAP approach has the largest overhead since the ALAP policy, which starts from the latest time instant in the profile, might need to try many time instants before finding an appropriate one, although having the advantage of a higher completion rate. In the proposed reservation-based dynamic scheduling approach described in Algorithm 1, the scheduler will perform partial rescheduling when a new job arrives. The effects of partial rescheduling have pros and cons. It might cause some jobs which already have resource reservations for meeting their deadlines to become missing deadlines. On the other hand, it also raises the probability that a new job can reserve appropriate resources to meet its deadline. Table 13 presents experimental results for evaluating the effects of partial rescheduling. In Table 13 , with-commitment represents that no partial rescheduling is performed, and without-commitment indicates that partial rescheduling is enabled. For the with-commitment policy, once a job gets resource reservation for meeting its deadline upon its submission, it is guaranteed that the reservation will not be cancelled.
The experimental results show that although the with-commitment policy achieves a higher completion rate, it attains less income due to a large portion of the completed jobs have shorter execution time than in the without-commitment case. Therefore, the without-commitment policy is a better choice in terms of attainable profit. In summary, the experimental results suggest that for soft-deadline scenarios the SJF+ASAP+AFAP combination is the best choice, and the EDF+ALAP+AFAP combination equipped with admission control and partial rescheduling can attain the largest profit for hard-deadline scenarios.
Conclusions
This paper presents a reservation-based dynamic scheduling approach for deadline-constrained mouldable jobs. The goal is to maximise an HPCaaS provider's profit. This is an emerging research topic as HPCaaS (AbdelBaky et al., 2012) becomes a future trend for HPC, but does not yet receive enough research attention. The proposed scheduling framework involves three important scheduling and processor allocation issues, including waiting queue sequencing, temporal processor allocation, and spatial processor allocation. To deal with this emerging research topic, we first defined the profit model, charge model and penalty model to be used in performance evaluation. Then, we explored several policies for the above three issues, including EDF, SJF, LIF for waiting queue sequencing; ASAP, ALAP for temporal processor allocation; and AFAP, AMAP for spatial processor allocation.
We conducted a series of simulation experiments to evaluate our reservation-based dynamic scheduling approach. The experimental results show that our approach can effectively increase the revenue of HPCaaS providers, achieving 7% and 26% increases of profit, compared to mouldable EDF (Saulea et al., 2012) and Algorithm 3 in Huang et al. (2015) , respectively. The experimental results also indicate that careful selection of scheduling and processor allocation policies is essential since the best combination might depend on the types of deadline. For soft-deadline jobs, SJF+ASAP+AFAP is the best choice. On the other hand, EDF+ALAP+AFAP outperforms other combinations for jobs of hard deadlines. As HPCaaS is an emerging model, the characteristics of jobs, penalty model, charge model, and profit model are all evolving. Therefore, there will be many new research issues on parallel job scheduling to explore in the future.
